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ABSTRACT

Implantable electrical devices offer a variety of potential diagnostic options and treatments in different medical fields. Especially in the absence of specific drugs, the implantable nerve electrodes (INEs) are one of the main treatments for neurological diseases such as epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, etc. INEs are helpful in studying and regulating nervous system via recording nerve electrical signals or stimulating nerve tissue, but the mechanical mismatch between rigid electrode and soft biological tissue is a critical challenge for long-term implantation. The advances in micromachining technologies and materials have greatly promoted the development of INEs, such as enhanced biocompatibility, reduced foreign body reactions, and structural innovation. In particular, the mechanical performances of flexible implantable electrode and soft biological tissue matched better with less tissue damage. In this review, the implantable flexible nerve electrodes (IFNEs) based on functionalized substrates, intelligent electrodes, and innovative structures are elaborated and discussed. We summarized their various applications in neural prosthesis and neural signal recording. We also discussed the questions and possible methods for developing future IFNEs in the perspective.

1. Introduction

As the most complex organ of the human body, the brain contains a large number of neurons and glial cells [1]. These neurons and cells complete the transmission of information by electrical signals in the forms of action potentials and chemical signals through neurotransmitters [2,3]. At present, the research on the brain and nervous system is still in its infancy, and there are still a lot of unknowns to be revealed. Therefore, exploring the activity of a large number of neurons in brain tissue is an important way to increase the understanding of the brain [4]. The extracellular electrical recordings of the brain are mainly divided into four main modes: electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocorticogram (ECOG), local field potentials (LFPs), and single neuron action potential recording [5]. Among them, the spatial and temporal resolution of implanted monitoring (ECoG, LFPs, single neuron action potential recording) is higher than that of non-implanted (EEG), and the implanted monitoring is more conducive to obtain reliable electrical signal [5]. The implantable nerve electrode (INE) that completes the electronic communication between the nervous system and external equipment is a key interfacial device for information fusion between the human body and external machine, which is convenient for monitoring and affecting the activity of nerves [7]. Early INEs are mostly composed of metal and semiconductor [8]. Although they have superior electrical conductivity, the mechanical mismatch between rigid material and soft brain or neural tissue leads to the destruction of local nervous environment, inflammation and formation of scar [9]. It can only be monitored for a short period of time and will cause a great damage to the implant [10]. Therefore, it is a great challenge to solve the mismatch of mechanical and electrical performances between INE and biological tissue. In recent years, the emergence of implantable flexible nerve electrodes (IFNEs) with the similar elastic modulus as that of brain tissue opened up the new research directions for INEs [11]. Therefore, current researches on INEs are mostly based on flexible implantation. It combines functional materials, micro-processing technologies and neural engineering, showing characteristics superior to other INEs. As shown in Fig. 1, we sort the elastic modulus of the materials applied in INEs. In order to intuitively illustrate the contrast between the materials and human tissues, we take some typical human organs as representatives to display the elastic modulus of
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2. Materials for IFNEs

The IFNE is mainly composed of a substrate, an electrode, and a package, each of which plays a crucial role in the performance of the IFNE. This section reviews various functional substrates, electrode materials, materials for encapsulation and surface modification applied in IFNEs, etc.

2.1. Materials for substrate

Currently IFNEs related common substrates include polyimide (PI), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), parylene C, etc [29,30]. Among them, PI film is a kind of high-temperature resistant polymer film. Although it served as a medical implantable material has a long history, it has great limitations in terms of tensile strength and Young’s modulus [31]. Another common substrate, parylene C, has excellent sealing, biocompatibility and stability [32]. However, the high sealing and stability after implantation in the body are not conducive to the coexistence of the electrode and human tissue, and it is difficult to degrade in human body [33]. Therefore, in recent years, the development of functionalized substrates becomes a new research direction and is attracting widespread attentions.

2.1.1. Degradable material

Micromotion between the soft biological tissue and the implanted electrode will cause inflammation and form an insulating sheath around the electrode, leading to the insulation and even failure of the device [34]. As indicated in reported results, the severe foreign body reactions can be limited via flexible and/or soft implants, namely flexible electrodes [35]. However, there are two main problems in flexible electrodes, one is that the flexible electrode with a small elastic modulus does not have sufficient mechanical strength to withstand the high-speed insertion process, which brings a great challenge to the implantation [36]. The second is that the flexible electrode needs to be taken out again after the implantation or treatment, which causes secondary harm to the patient while facing a series of complications [37].

The applications of degradable materials in flexible electrodes will solve the above problems to a certain extent. Leber et al. [38] proposed a self-dissolving 10 × 10 and 4 × 4 Utah microelectrode array (UEA). To facilitate implantation, the multi-electrode array remained together with the help of biocompatibility and the soluble material, polyethylene glycol (PEG). Once implanted, the PEG is dissolved in the biological fluid, causing all electrodes to float freely in the neural tissue, greatly reducing the micromotion between the device and the brain tissue. In addition, PEG can also be employed as a drug carrier to promote neuron growth, etc. Degradable PEG as the electrode substrate not only enhances the mechanical strength during implantation, but also reduces the micromotion between the electrode and the tissue after the degradation of the implant. However, after the silicon-based probe invades the tissue, it causes certain damage to the tissue. Compared with silicon, the carbon fiber has a small diameter and lower mechanical strength, so it has less damage to the tissue [39]. However, carbon fiber microelectrodes have the limitations of low hardness and small insertion depth [40]. Silk fibroin is a material with super softness, biocompatibility, and programmable water solubility [41]. Lee et al. [42] made use of embedded degradable silk fibroin as a mechanical support to enable the electrodes to penetrate the brain while reducing immune rejection. According to immunohistochemical staining, silk fibroin scaffolds cause less glial cells. Additionally, one month after implantation in the hippocampus of the rat, the impedance of electrode remained the same, and the ratio of active electrodes was above 70%, which had a good recording function [42].

Compared with invasive electrodes, non-invasive electrodes will further achieve long-term stability monitoring, so they have close contact...
with the soft curved surface of biological tissues, providing long-term implant stability [43]. Kim et al. [44] proposed a soluble substrate using silk fibroin. In comparison with the 2.5 μm PI film, the ECoG electrode based on silk soluble substrate has good common contact on the brain surface and the quality of signal is improved [44]. In addition to monitoring EEG signals, the measurement of intracranial pressure is very important during the diagnosis and treatment of doctors, because an increase in intracranial pressure often causes further brain damage. At present, through brain scans and clinical characteristics, doctors cannot reliably judge patients’ intracranial pressure [45]. Kang et al. [46] proposed an implantable intracranial pressure monitoring sensor including poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and silicone, which could transmit accurate pressure, temperature and other parameters. The most important thing is that when the device is immersed in aqueous solution (including cerebrospinal fluid and other biological fluids), it could be completely dissolved into a biocompatible final product, eliminating the risks and costs associated with surgical removal of implanted devices [46]. Curry et al. [47] used the biodegradable polymer poly (ε-lactic acid) (PLLA) to spin nanofibers that have a width of only 200 nm and a length of tens to hundreds μm, and woven them into a web. The arrangement of the fibers enhanced their piezoelectric response, making the PLLA nanofiber use less electricity to vibrate more forcefully than ordinary polymer films. The researchers used these highly piezoelectric nanofibers to create a sensitive biodegradable implant sensor that can wirelessly measure the pressure in the organ, as shown in Fig. 2a [47]. And the device functioned well in its predefined lifetime and eventually self-degraded (Fig. 2b).

2.1.2. Stretchable material

The brain is not thoroughly understood, and the volume of brain will constantly change within a day, that is, swelling and deflation. However, current electronic implant cannot follow the brain to expand and contract accordingly, which makes the seamless connection between electronic implant and the brain complicated [48]. Therefore, the flexible device is required to have the important feature of stretchability. Flexible devices mainly obtain stretchability from two directions, one is that the material itself has stretchability [49], and the other is that the structure is constructed onto a stretchable structure [50].

In order to obtain materials with stretchable performances, the first is to modify the materials. For example, Bao et al. [48] prepared a polythiophene (PEDOT) film with high cycling stability, high stretchability, and high electrical conductivity through doping ionic additives-assisted stretchability and electrical conductivity (STEC) enhancers, and the stretchability and electrical conductivity are enhanced. This film has an electrical conductivity higher than 4100 S/cm under a strain of 100%. The schematic diagram representing the morphology is shown in Fig. 2c [48]. Second, the inherently stretchable electrode materials, such as carbon nanotube (CNT), graphene, etc. are widely applied [51,52]. Zhang et al. [53] constructed a stretchable transparent electrode array composed of PDMS/mesh CNT/SU-8, which had a transmission of up to 85% over a wide wavelength range (400 nm-2.5 μm), low impedance (0.20 ± 0.03 MΩ, 104 μm2 size), high CSC, and resistance to multiple mechanical stretching. The effectiveness of the CNT electrode array in the electro-optical neural interface is verified by simultaneous optical stimulation and electrical recording imaging of cortical activity in rats [53]. Third, the elastic materials are utilized as the substrates, including PDMS, silicon, and rubber [54]. For instance, Tybrandt et al. [55] prepared a stretchable electrode via transferring Au–TiO2 nanowires (NWs) pattern to the semi-cured PDMS substrate and rotating the top coating PDMS layer as the encapsulation layer. The tensile test results of this

![Fig. 2. Functionalized flexible substrates. (a) PLLA nanofibers with highly controllable and excellent piezoelectric performance for biodegradable implanted piezoelectric devices. (b) The optical images of a typical biodegradable ultrasound transducer at different days in the buffered solution under an accelerated-degradation temperature of 70 °C, (Scale bars, 5 mm), reproduced with permission [47]. Copyright 2020, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. (c) Schematic diagram representing the morphology of a typical PEDOT: PSS film (upper) versus that of a stretchable PEDOT film with STEC enhancers (bottom), reproduced with permission [48]. Copyright 2017, Sci. Adv. (d) Photographs and schematics of stretching of a “kirigami” paper (120 mm × 160 mm) with a slit pattern formed by scissors. (e) Illustration of the animal experiment and the positions of the Pt electrodes, reproduced with permission [57]. Copyright 2018, Adv. Healthcare Mater. (f) Schematic diagram of the conceptual peripheral nervous system (PNS) neuromodulation for restoring the motor and physiological functions (left), the electrode-nerve interface (middle) and concept of the self-climbing process from the flattened state driven by body temperature (right), reproduced with permission [60]. Copyright 2019, Sci. Adv.](image-url)
stretchable electrode showed that the composite exhibited an excellent stability of strain cycling when stretched at 20%, 50% and 100% strain for 1000 times. This stretchable electrode was able to detect high spatiotemporal neural signals from the surface of the cortex in free-moving rats, and maintained the consistency of the electrode signals within 3 months after implantation.

In addition to the material that can be stretched by means of itself, through the design of the geometric structure, the rigid material can be stretched structurally. Kirigami refers to cutting a sheet of paper/film into a large number of two-dimensional (2D) and/or three-dimensional (3D) structures through cutting, folding and gluing [56]. Kawano et al. [57] utilized kirigami to construct an electrode with a highly stretchable structure consisting of parylene and platinum (Pt)/titanium (Ti) layers of unstretchable material. The electrodes array with 3 × 91 slits had a strain of up to 840% under a stress of 0.53 MPa. Moreover, when the film is stretched <50%, the deformation only requires a force of <3.3 mN. Using this device to record the biological signals of brain tissue and heart of mouse often associated with the reduced stress on the device, which further proved the superiority of the device [57]. A drawing photo and schematic diagram of kirigami paper with slit pattern formed through scissors and a schematic of the kirigami device placed over the brain tissue of mouse are shown in Fig. 2d and e, respectively.

2.1.3. Shape memory material

The special geometric shapes and sizes of some biological tissues or nerves caused extreme mismatches in the mechanical performances and geometrical structures between the electrodes and the nerves or soft tissues. Shape memory material is a kind of intelligent material. After sensing the change of the environment, such material can adjust its shape, position, strain and other mechanical parameters, and finally it can recover to its original state [58]. Using these shape memory materials, the flexible electrodes and the tissues or nerves can be well matched and connected [59].

Zhang et al. [60] proposed a 3D imitation climbing wound electrode to solve the interface mismatch between electrode and nerve bundle. The complex IFNE was prepared on a 2D plane. The shape of the peripheral nerve bundle [61–66] was employed to design the permanent shape of the IFNE using the reconfigurable function of shape memory polymer (SMP), polyurethane, to form a 3D wound electrode. Before implantation, the 3D wound electrode was flattened to facilitate surgical operation. During implantation, the electrode was automatically restored to the designed 3D spiral shape with the help of using 37 °C physiological saline, as shown in Fig. 2f. The natural adhesion formed a good electrode-nerve bundle interface without additional surgical fixation. The low elastic modulus and reasonable mechanical design (network-like serpentine structure) of this intelligent material decreased the tensile and bending stiffness of the IFNE, ensuring that the IFNE could deform with the dynamic deformation of the nerve bundle without causing too much pressure on the nerve bundle. In order to verify the application potential of wound electrodes in peripheral nerve electrical stimulation and signal acquisition, they also achieved specific applications of wound electrodes in electrical stimulation of vagus nerve and sciatic nerve. This kind of electrode, which matches the geometry of the peripheral nerve bundle, is beneficial to the treatment of some current drug-refractory diseases, and has distinctive research significance [60].

In addition, Du et al. [67] developed a flexible microelectrode arrays (fMEAs) with a large area (100 mm²) and high-density electrode sites (126 channels) on the PI substrate, and added a SMP layer (PDLLA-g-PAA (10 wt%)/PEG (10 wt%) blend). Due to the excellent shape memory characteristics of the SMP layer, the contradiction between minimally invasive implantation and large-area electrodes was eliminated. The temporary tubular shape of fMEA with a diameter of 2 mm was retained at room temperature. And, in the air at 37 °C, fMEA realized self-unfolding from temporary tubular shape to a permanently flat shape in just 20 s. This novel SMP-based fMEAs had an effective stimulation area of 4.0–9.1 mm², and is expected to obtain a field of view of 13.4 × 30.15'. It had superior image resolution, which can further improve the performance of retinal repair equipment [67].

In order to understand these functional substrate materials more clearly, we sorted them through Table 1, including their evaluation criteria, application scenarios, etc.

### 2.2. Materials for electrode

As neural interfaces, microelectrodes have the following requirements. Firstly, the IFNE is biologically compatible with biological tissues and nerves. The main manifestation is the long-term implant stability. The shape and mechanical matching between implanted electrode and soft biological tissue are required. Under this situation, some intelligent metallic materials are emerged, which are functionalized while adapting to the mechanical requirements of the corresponding biological organisms.

Secondly, the electrical performances of microelectrodes should be tuned within a certain range to stabilize neuron signal recording and stimulation. Specifically, low impedance, high CSC and high CIL are required. So far, noble metals (Au, Pt, Ir, Ti) and their alloys are the most common electrode materials due to their superior biocompatibility, chemical stability, and good electrical performance in the biological environment [68]. However, the higher impedance, lower CIL and limited CSC of these materials are not suitable for small-area microelectrodes, so it is difficult to realize the purpose of improving spatial resolution [69]. Among them, the common Pt microelectrode has an impedance of 36.67 kΩ cm², the limited CSC of 3.56 mC/cm² (measured at 1 KHz) [70], and the Pt microelectrode appears to delaminate after 1 million pulses [71]. Its high impedance and low CSC make it difficult to achieve long-term stability monitoring and stimulation. As an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Substrate Materials</th>
<th>Substrate Materials</th>
<th>Evaluation Criterion</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degradable Material</td>
<td>PEG; Silk; PLGA; PLA; ...</td>
<td>Degradable rate; Degradable temperature</td>
<td>Biological scaffolds; Biodegradable implanted sensor for intra-organ pressure measurement; Enhanced device/tissue conformal; Drug carrier; Increase the elastic modulus of electrode for easy implantation New wearable electronics</td>
<td>38, 42, 44, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretchable Material</td>
<td>PDMS; Silicone; ...</td>
<td>Tensile strain; Stretching load; Cycles</td>
<td>New wearable electronics; Implantable medical devices</td>
<td>53-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape Memory Material</td>
<td>Polyurethane; PDLLA-g-PAA (10 wt%)/PEG (10 wt%); ...</td>
<td>Phase transition temperature; Shape memory cycles; Shape fixity; Shape recovery ratios</td>
<td>Twinning electrodes; Peripheral neuromodulation; Retinal prosthesis</td>
<td>60,67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
improvement, Pt gray has a rougher fractal morphology, and the CSC increasing to 5.3 mC/cm² and CIL to 1 mC/cm² [70,72], but its CSC is still not ideal in high-density microelectrodes array. In addition, iridium oxide (IrO₂) is one of the most famous stimulation electrode materials. Although its CIL is 4 mC/cm², higher than Pt gray, it is also easy to delaminate under long-term stimulation [73]. In this case, increasing the effective surface area of the material will reduce the electrochemical impedance and improve CIL, so some nanostructured noble metals, carbon-based materials and conductive polymers (CPs) are attracting research interests, and they become the hotspot in the development of IFNEs.

### 2.2.1. Smart metal material

The noble metal used for the electrode has the disadvantages of high elastic modulus, low CSC and CIL mentioned above. After being subjected to external force, it will first undergo elastic deformation, and when it reaches the yield point, its plastic deformation will occur [74]. These disadvantages make it difficult to adapt to the complex, soft environment of the living body. In order to achieve functionalization while matching the mechanical requirements of corresponding biological organisms, the intelligent metal materials are emerged.

#### 2.2.1.1. Shape memory alloy

As the most complex part of the human body, the brain will inevitably experience inflammatory reactions of the immune system when exploring the nerves in the brain, which makes it difficult to achieve long-term stability recording. Flexible devices could reduce the inflammatory response to a certain extent, however, their low elastic modulus makes the implantation difficult. If the flexible nerve probes array can be reliably inserted into the brain and can be evenly distributed in the brain area without damage after implantation, it will be beneficial to achieving long-term large-scale recording [75]. Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are one kind of smart materials with unique functions and intelligent performances, attracting much attention. SMAs have the advantages of high mechanical performance, high power-to-weight ratio, resistance of large deformation, and biocompatibility, providing highly promising solutions for microdevices [76]. Shull et al. [77] prepared a 3D expandable nitinol microwave electrode array. With the help of programming the SMA to conform to the shape of the cerebral vascular system, it reduced the damage of cerebral blood vessels to a greater extent after implantation. In addition, nitinol microarrays were tested in live animal experiments, and it was successfully demonstrated that this electrode could detect single spikes and LFPs with minimal damage to tissues and blood vessels.

#### 2.2.1.2. Liquid metal

Liquid metals have high ductility and electrical conductivity, and show the advantages of both inorganic electronic materials and organic electronic materials [79]. Currently in neural interface applications, the most common liquid metal is GaIn alloy. At room temperature, due to its fluidity, GaIn alloy (weight percent: 75.5% Ga and 24.5% In) shows zero stiffness and almost infinite ductility, and is well adapted to the soft structure in the body [80]. Guo et al. [80] fabricated a flexible neural microelectrodes array based on GaIn alloy by embedding four liquid metal electrodes and stretchable interconnects into PDMS membrane, as shown in Fig. 3a. The flexible neural
microelectrodes array has the similar elastic modulus as neural tissue, low impedance and biocompatibility. Through implanting liquid metal electrodes on the sural and tibial nerves of the bullfrog (Fig. 3b) and applying electrical stimulation, the dead bullfrog’s hind limbs were found to flex under electrical stimulation (Fig. 3c) [80].

For complex and dynamic biological systems, soft electrode materials can’t meet all functional requirements [81]. More ideally, the Young’s modulus of the electrode materials can be freely tuned, and they can be adapted to the mechanical requirements of corresponding biological tissues while achieving functionalization. Stimmuli-responsive materials are a class of materials with “smart” behavior that can produce corresponding response signals to the external environment, such as magnetism, light, heat, humidity, etc [82]. Ren et al. [83] utilized the principle of magnetic response to prepare liquid metal based on magnetic response. This liquid metal magnetically responsive material was synthesized through dispersion of magnetic Fe (iron) particles in a Ga-In-Sn liquid metal. When iron particles contact with a Ga-based liquid metal, Ga atoms would diffuse into the iron. An alloy particle. And the current response was clearly recorded via inserting the electrode into the bioelectrolyte and applying the stimulation voltage, confirming the high electrical conductivity of the LMMS matrix. Furthermore, the resistance measurement results by the four-probe method proved that the transition from rigid to soft LMMS electrodes had little effect on the electrical conductivity of the prepared electrodes. In summary, the LMMS electrode can be used as a soft implantable electrode or a penetrating electrode in biological systems, which not only overcomes the difficulty of flexible electrode implantation, but also provides a new mechanical adaptive biological electrode system for multi-function implanted electrode in biological system [83].

2.2.2. CP hydrogels

CPs have the potential to promote better tissue integration via immobilizing biomolecules on their surfaces or releasing drugs from their matrix through electrochemical conversion [84]. However, the CP coating has a poor mechanical stability, and is prone to problems such as peeling and breaking [85]. Based on this, CP hydrogels (CPHs) form a substance network composed of CPs in the hydrogel matrix, where the hydrogel component provides a highly hydrophilic porous network, and the CPs are filled to increase its electrical conductivity. Moreover, due to the soft structure of the hydrogel, the mechanical mismatch between the tissue and the electrode can be reduced, and the originally fragile CP can be stabilized to extend the service life [86,87]. Therefore, in order to obtain the full benefits of the combination of CP and hydrogel, the two polymer systems should be truly integrated to form an interpenetrating network (IPN). However, forming a true IPN also faces challenges, the most important of which is how to achieve good miscibility between CP and hydrogel. The degree of miscibility of the two is reflected in two aspects: (1) the hydrogel is a highly hydrophilic system, but CP is hydrophobic or hydrophobic depending on the composition. The two components can be better mixed by adjusting the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of CP [88]; (2) the hydrogel as a porous network structure provides channels and convenience for the integration of CP, but on the other hand, the large mesh of the hydrogel will cause CP to migrate out of it. Then, the CP layer is formed on the surface or bottom of the hydrogel, so controlling the pore size of the hydrogel is also a key factor in achieving miscibility. Therefore, in order to constitute IPN, researchers have made various attempts [89]. Kleber et al. [89] attached the dopant sodium 4-styrene sulfonate (SSNa) to the hydrogel backbone, forcing PEDOT to grow along the hydrogel network, realizing the true integration of CP and hydrogel, forming an IPN composed of synthetic hydrogel (P (DMAA-co-5% MABP-co-2, 5% SSNa)) and PEDOT. The hydrogel composite not only formed a covalent connection with a surface electrode to achieve stable adhesion, but also modified the positions of selected electrode via photolithographic process. Compared with bare hydrogel, the CPH had higher CSC, lower impedance, excellent electrochemical stability and good biocompatibility [90]. Goding et al. [91] covalently linked sulfonate-doped groups to polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) macromolecules, and controlled the growth of PEDOT by changing the spacing and density of dopant in the hydrogel grid. Finally, they constituted a new type of CPH system. The study found that the smaller the distance between dopants, the larger the CSC of the CPH and the lower the impedance, which are the key factors for the formation of IPN.

In CPH, in addition to the synthetic hydrogels mentioned above, natural polymer hydrogels, such as chitosan (CS) [92], sodium alginate (SA) [93], etc., have good biocompatibility, large surface area and porous structure, which are conducive to cell adhesion and proliferation. Sun et al. [94] prepared a myo-inositol hexakisphosphate gelated polyaniline (PANI) hydrogel with good cell compatibility, which enhanced neural cell adhesion and increase cell proliferation rate. In the implantation experiment, the PANI hydrogel modified electrode had a milder inflammatory response, and had a wide application prospect in the field of medical electronics. Wang et al. [95] uniformly dispersed the PEDOT: PSS-coated CNT solution into the alginate solution, and formed a hydrogel IPN on the IFNE through electrochemical deposition. The CPH had higher CSC and lower electrochemical impedance, which are helpful for stimulation and recording performance.

2.2.3. CPs

Microelectrodes have been widely used in the detection and regulation of neural networks, and various materials have been widely applied in the preparation of microelectrodes. Among them, CPs are one of the hot topics in current research. CPs have high electrical conductivity, high specific surface area, and good environmental stability. In addition, the properties of CPs vary greatly with different materials, and in particular, the adjustment of electrical performance from insulator to conductor can be achieved. The use of CPs to increase the specific surface area at the electrode-tissue interface reduces the impedance of the electrode site, thereby enhancing the signal strength of the IFNE when recording or stimulating, which is an ideal implantable IFNE coating [96]. At present, more CPs have been studied, such as polypyrrole (PPy), PANI and PEDOT and these CPs are further functionalized via doping different materials [97-99].

2.2.3.1. PPy. PPy has the advantages of high stability, high electrical conductivity and wide variation range, diverse synthetic methods and good biocompatibility [100]. It has broad application prospects, so it has attracted widespread attentions from researchers. Qi et al. [101] successfully polymerized a patterned PPy conductive film via electrochemical polymerization, and further synthesized PPy NWs. PPy NWs were used to enhance the adhesion between PPy film and stretchable substrate (PDMS), and a stretchable polymer material with 100% tensile strain and good electrode-substrate adhesion (1.9 MPa) was prepared. A series of high tensile electrodes with enhanced substrate adhesion are shown in Fig. 4a. In addition, microelectrode arrays (MEAs) with low Young’s modulus (450 kPa), good cycling stability and high electrical conductivity up to 820 S/cm were achieved. In addition, the researchers employed PPy MEAs to record electrical signals from normal and epilepsy rats, and successfully stimulated the sciatic nerve of rats in vivo under the high CSC of PPy MEAs (67 mC/cm²) [101]. Although PPy has good biocompatibility as a coating material, after
implantation of the whole nerve electrode, foreign body reactions will inevitably occur in long-term records. Electrochemical reduction of polymer via voltage pulse and release of loaded anti-inflammatory drugs is a more useful solution [102]. Kojabad et al. [103] loaded PPy nanotubes with anti-inflammatory biological factor dexamethasone (Dex) to eliminate the unwanted immune rejection and maintain the quality and stability of signal transmission as much as possible, and proved that PPy nanotubes can achieve a drug encapsulation rate of 93%. Then, Au nanoparticles (NPs) were synthesized via anodic electrophoretic deposition (EPD) method on the surface of PPy nanotubes. The modification of Au NPs can effectively increase the specific surface area of PPy nanotubes. The impedance of the modified microelectrode decreased to one tenth of that of the bare electrode. In-vitro studies on U87MG cells showed that the release of Dex from the coating controlled by electrical stimulation could effectively decrease the number of reactive astrocytes without any toxic side effects on SK-NMC and PC12 neuron cells [103]. At present, some small molecule drugs such as Dex mentioned above have been successfully released from CP films, however, releasing large molecule drugs such as peptides and nucleic acids is still a major challenge. Niloufar et al. [104] proposed that CP nanoskeleton could be used to control the release of high-molecular-weight peptides, such as insulin (INS). By means of changing the ratio of the number of NPs to the amount of INS layer using spin-coating/peeling-off technique, 6) tilted-view SEM image showing the cross-section of the stacked layers highlighting the intimate contact between different layers of the device, and sandwiched in between the parylene C and PEDOT: PSS films are the only electrochemical interfaces, reproduced with permission [114]. Copyright 2018, Adv. Healthcare Mater. (e) Representative confocal laser micrograph images of Schwann cells cultured on the aligned electrospun PS/PANI fibers with and without NGF loading at day-5 (scale bar, 10 mm) and TCPs were used as control, reproduced with permission [121]. Copyright 2014, J. Mater. Chem. B.
2.3.2. PEDOT. In recent years, PEDOT is one of the most commonly used nerve interface CPs. The performances of CPs vary greatly with the composition of the materials. The current common combination types are PEDOT: sodium polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) [105], PEDOT: p-toluene-sulfonate (pTS) [106], PEDOT: CNT [107], and PEDOT: graphene oxide (GO) [108], etc. The main role of doping is to obtain the improved electrical conductivity. What’s more, Mandal et al. [109] indicated that the PEDOT coatings obtained with the smaller counter ion tetra-fluoroborate (TFB) were more stable in-vitro than the commonly used counter ion PSS during electropolymerization. Charkhkar et al. [110] further studied the long-term performance of PEDOT-coated microelectrodes in vivo, compared with the Au-plated microelectrodes, the PEDOT-TFB-coated microelectrodes exhibited lower impedance and higher unit charge numbers of the electrodes. The electrode coating had greater application potential. Furthermore, polydopamine (PDA), a biomolecule inspired through mussels, provides unique chemical and mechanical properties to biological interfaces and is a promising material for neuron interface manufacturing. Kim et al. [111] obtained a PEDOT/PDA film via electrochemical polymerization, and obtained CSCs as high as 166 ± 51.8 mC/cm² and CILs as high as 5.97 ± 0.28 mC/cm² (mean ± standard deviation, n = 5). Therefore, PEDOT/PDA microelectrodes will provide highly stable electrical stimulation. The schematic illustration of PEDOT/PDA deposited microelectrodes is shown in Fig. 4c [111]. Wang et al. [112] prepared a neural electrode based on reduced GO (rGO) and PEDOT: PSS. This composite neural electrode had low impedance, high CSC and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) advantage. It is worth mentioning that the composite film deposited on the microelectrode will contain l-ascorbic acid (LAA) component, which was slowly released after implantation and improved neural activity [112]. In addition to the partially doped substances described above, there are more and more materials doped with PEDOT to obtain improved performance.

Although PEDOT has many advantages, the problem of poor adhesion of CPs to metal electrodes is still a major challenge in specific applications. Pranti et al. [113] utilized selective iodine etching of the Au electrode to produce a rough and porous surface, thereby improving the stability. Compared with an unetched electrode, the coating on an iodine-etched Au electrode showed 100% stability under a strong ultrasonic stability test. A long-term continuous in-vitro stimulation was performed for 7 days to evaluate the stability of the coating. The 1 μm-thick PEDOT: PSS coating on the iodine-etched Au electrode was completely retained under 604 million continuous current pulses [113]. Additionally, Ganj et al. [114] formed an alloy via co-depositing Au–Ag and then formed Au nanorods (NRs) with the help of a dealloying method to improve the mechanical stability between the metal electrode and the PEDOT: PSS coating (Fig. 4d). Compared with the PEDOT: PSS film on the flat Au electrode, the Au-NR adhesion layer allowed the coated PEDOT: PSS film to show no delamination after 10,000 cyclic voltammetry (CV) cycles and didn’t significantly change the electrochemical impedance [114].

Aside from improving electrical conductivity, biomolecules sometimes are employed as the dopants of CPs. For example, peptide drugs can induce strong interactions between neurons and electrodes [84]. Extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins [115] or nerve growth factors (NGF) [116] promote the growth of neurites. Dex can reduce the inflammation of biological tissues. The release of these drugs or macromolecular substances will undoubtedly make CPs coated electrodes not only enhance the detection and conduction of neural electrical signals, but also have an innervation promoting nerve growth and rehabilitation functions. Boehler et al. [117] synthesized a CP coating PEDOT/Dex and applied a CV signal with a three-electrode configuration in fully awake animals. Dex-functionalyzed probes not only provided stable records and impedance characteristics, and the overall degree of inflammation around all flexible probes was low after 12 weeks of implantation. The pharmacological regulation of tissue response in the acute inflammatory phase alone is not enough. Continuous delivery technology with actively controlled release is needed to address the chronic immune response.

2.3.3. PANI. PANI has some outstanding characteristics, such as facile synthesis, low cost, high thermal stability, excellent redox sensitivity, excellent electrical conductivity and excellent electrical stimulation function [118]. Recently, Wang et al. [119] found that a complete CP coating can play a better role than a broken CP coating, however, once the coating is broken, it would cause inflammation, cytotoxicity, and then blocked nerve regeneration. Therefore, maintaining the integrity of the CP coating can greatly avoid these risks.

Electrical stimulation can effectively promote nerve growth and functional recovery, and CP coating helps IFNEs to achieve more efficient electrical stimulation. Wang et al. [120] studied the effect of PANI on PC12 cells under electrical stimulation by applying a PANI coating on the surface of indium tin oxide (ITO) conductive glass. They confirmed that PANI coating is non-toxic to PC 12 cells, and electrical stimulation promoted the growth of PC12 cell axons effectively. Because nerve factors can further promote the growth of axons, Zhang et al. [121] doped NGF in the preparation of CP coating, which constituted the blend system of PANI and poly (L-lactic acid-co-3-caprolactone)/silk fibroin (PS) and NGF. They investigated the morphology of Schwann cells on aligned nanofibers after 5 days of incubation. The representative confocal laser micrographs of Schwann cells on the scaffolds and tissue culture plates (TCPs) show that the Schwann cells spread well on the nanofibers (Fig. 4e). The studies found that the electrical stimulation can increase NGF release, and effectively support the growth of PC12 neurites, increasing the percentage of neurite-bearing cells as well as the median neurite length. It is confirmed that NGF release and electrical stimulation have a synergistic effect on PC12 cell differentiation. It is demonstrated that the electronically controlled drug delivery system has the implementation basis and application value [121]. In addition to promoting cell growth, electrical stimulation provides new ideas for the treatment and research of cancer or tumor cells. Min et al. [122] found that the degree of sulfonation (DS) is helpful to increase the electrical conductivity of PANI, and proposed the use of self-doped sulfonated PANI (SPAN)-based interdigital electrodes (IDEs). Using an electric field exceeding a threshold limit to stimulate human osteosarcoma (HOS) cells accelerated the cell death.

2.3. Materials for encapsulation and modifications

At present, the limited functional life of IFNEs is due to the failure of dielectric (insulation) packaging to a certain extent, so for IFNEs to achieve high stability and good biocompatibility, it is usually necessary to encapsulate it before implantation. Packaging materials can prevent water vapor or ions from permeating the components or structures in the device, providing mechanical, chemical and biological protection for devices, and isolate the heat and optics [123]. Among them, organic polymer materials have been widely used in IFNEs due to their advantages of flexibility, low permeability, excellent insulation and biocompatibility. The common materials include parylene C, PI and silicone rubber. The adaptability of these materials to the micromachining process and the conformal deposition on the complex microstructures promote their applications in the neural interface [124]. In addition, the physiological environment is basically considered as an aqueous solution/hydrosol environment, in which the medium is water, so the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the material has a greater impact on the adhesion of cells on the surface of the material. The results showed that the hydrophilicity of the material can promote the cell adhesion to some extent. For different kinds of cells, the suitable surface for cell adhesion and growth has the best hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance (H LB). Therefore, researchers usually used the acid-base treatment, oxygen plasma treatment, ion implantation and other methods to modify the surface of parylene C, PI, PDMS and other organic polymer films [125,126]. In addition to the above, Bao et al. [127] used perfluoropolyether dimethacrylate (PFPE-DMA) as the packaging material of IFNEs, and the Young’s modulus of PFPE-DMA is 2–6 orders of magnitude lower than those of PDMS and PI.
In addition to the organic polymer films mentioned above, in recent years, some biomolecular materials with better biocompatibility have been used for surface modification of IFNEs. PDA is a kind of bionic mussel material, which can be self-polymerized by dopamine (DA) in weak alkaline environment. PDA has many advantages, such as facile preparation process, good biocompatibility and excellent photothermal performance. There are a lot of catechol and amino groups in the structure of PDA, which make PDA adsorb on the surface of almost all solid substances and form a layer of PDA film, can be used as a buffer layer of flexible electronic devices, instead of the physical adhesion of traditional technology [75]. PDA has great application prospect in IFNEs [128]. However, the traditional PDA’s bionic film formation speed is slow, the modification process of electrode material is complex and the adhesion performance with the substrate is generally low. In order to solve the above contradictions, Huang et al. [129] innovatively proposed that the addition of nano-titanium dioxide (nano-TiO2) greatly accelerated the formation of a bionic PDA adhesive film, which is used as a conductive adhesive layer, and then the excellent electrical performance of the electrode is obtained through modified Pt NWs. What’s more, ECM can also be used as a coating material in IFNEs, which has the effect of alleviating inflammation and supporting neurons survival [115].

This section mainly introduces some functional materials other than the commonly used materials of traditional IFNEs, such as degradable materials, stretchable materials, SMP, liquid metal materials, CPs, etc. In addition to satisfying the basic functions of each component of the electrode, they also have special functions and outstanding advantages in some specific applications. Therefore, in preparing IFNEs, the choice of materials is purposeful and flexible, and the materials should be conducted according to the specific application of the device.

3. New structures of flexible nerve electrode

3.1. 2D/3D integrated neural electrodes

The structures of conventional IFNEs are mainly divided into 2D electrodes and 3D penetrating electrodes. Among them, the 2D electrodes are mainly ECoG arrays, which are less invasive and will cause weak foreign body reactions, allowing long-term recording (weeks to months), but at the cost of lower signal resolution [130]. The 3D electrodes tend to foreign body reactions, allowing long-term recording (weeks to months), are mainly ECoG arrays, which are less invasive and will cause weak damages the integrity of the neuronal cell membrane and neural network, and then triggers a strong immune rejection. The movement will further trigger inflammation, which in turn will form an insulating sheath around the electrodes, resulting in equipment insulation and failure. For neuroelectric signal recording, neuron adhesion and firm contact with the recording site are the prerequisites for long-term sustainable recording, so the 3D penetrating electrode can only perform signal detection within a short time (hours to days) [9].

To solve the above problems, combining 2D and 3D will be an effective way. Xiang et al. [131] used a new drawing lithography technology to prepare a 3D flexible microneedle electrode. Due to the sufficient stiffness of the electrode and the excellent flexibility of the mesh base, the electrode could penetrate the tissue and make the bottom layer completely coincide with the curved brain surface. The unique feature of this electrode is that the length of the 3D microneedle electrode could be changed from 400 μm to 3 mm through the design of the 2D mask pattern to achieve the purpose of accessing different functional layers in the brain. The results of in vivo tests conducted on rats shown that the flexible microneedle electrodes can be successfully implanted in the brain with curved surfaces and record nerve signals. Similarly, Wang et al. [132] prepared a novel spiked ultraflexible neural (SUN) interface by the same way, which was implanted in the PNS to capture sensory information from these mechanoreceptors in acute rat experiments.

In addition to this a long-term and high-resolution signal record can be obtained if the 2D electrode and the 3D penetrating electrode be organically combined. Therefore, the organic combination of 2D and 3D structures in the design and preparation of neural electrodes will also be an attractive innovation in the development of neural electrode structures. To effectively combine 2D and 3D electrodes, Goshi et al. [133] proposed a MEA for neural electrical signal recording. The array integrated glassy carbon-based MEA into a single flexible thin-film device. The origami effect is achieved via changing the thickness and mechanical strength of the PI film of 2D electrode and 3D penetrating electrode (Fig. 5a). When the device is spread, the pre-shaped PI handle fell off from the substrate automatically and formed the penetrating part of the device in 3D penetrating electrode, to realize the purpose of simultaneous recording of electricity physiological signals from the brain surface (ECoG) and single neuron. It is initially confirmed that the 2D and 3D electrodes showed the similar trends in the signal waveforms for spontaneous and stimulated activities, via recording the typical somatosensory evoked potential (beam deflection) in rats [133].

The structural integration of 2D electrode and 3D electrode mentioned above will achieve simultaneous long-term and high-fidelity recording while achieving simultaneous testing in the surface (cortical) and depth (intracortical), but the foreign body reactions caused by the 3D penetrating electrode are still a major challenge for further long-term records [134]. To make long-term high-fidelity signal recording without destroying brain tissue and neuron cells as much as possible, Wijdenes et al. [135] are inspired by the morphology of synaptic gaps to propose a new research strategy, namely nano-edge technology. The nano-edge forms a nano-scale “fortress” at the edge of the electrode site. This structure is expected to prevent current from leaking into the surrounding extracellular environment, thereby retaining and enhancing the functional integrity of chemical and electrical neuron signal processing. By simulating a 2D microelectrode with nano-edges using COMSOL, the simulation results showed that the change in sealing resistance is the determinant behind the higher electrical amplitude signal compared with the traditional planar Au MEA. The neuron diameter is the determinant of the sealing resistance value, that is, when the diameter of neuron is greater than or equal to the diameter of electrode site, since the neuron completely covered the electrode, the current leakage between the neuron and the electrode gap decreased, and the sealing resistance value increased significantly. Therefore, Wijdenes et al. [135] added a 5–15 nm nano-edge to the original electrode and controlled the neuron diameter above the diameter of electrode, the sealing resistance remained approximately the same and is 6–7 times of the sealing resistance value without the nano-edge structure. In addition, the coupling coefficients between a 2D electrode with a nano-edge and a neuron are 0.15, 15 times of a conventional planar electrode and a resistance electrode, respectively, better than those of most 3D electrodes (0.1–0.3). The resolution of recording neural activity is significantly higher than those of any conventional 2D electrodes. This will be the reason for achieving high-fidelity recording. The introduction of nano-edge technology fills a huge technical gap and provides a breakthrough in the field of neural recording via combining the advantages of 2D electrode and 3D electrode. It is possible to maintain long-term (>1 month) high-fidelity records by maintaining stable records for an extended period of time (several weeks to months), providing a new research direction for future studies of long-term high-fidelity records [135].

3.2. Injectable flexible mesh nerve electrode

Implantable electrode array has made significant advances in neuroscience, brain-computer interface (BCI) and treatment of neurological diseases [136]. Ideally, implantable electrodes array is able to record a large number of neurons from multiple local circuits, however throughout the research, it is also important to track the evolution of these neurons in a stable manner [137]. Micromachined silicon-based probes such as the Utah electrode and the Michigan electrode can perform large-scale high-density recording, but due to its mismatch with the brain’s machinery and structure, it will cause a chronic immune
response to glial scarring, which depletes peripheral neuron cells, eventually causing signal attenuation in a short time [138,139]. Therefore, when the implanted neural electrode array is matched with the brain’s machinery and structure, the electrode will be stably recorded in the brain environment for a long time. Neurons in the brain are interconnected with each other to form a neuron network with pores to ensure that protein molecules and fluids can pass through smoothly. Therefore, Charles et al. believed that the IFNE should also be a flexible cross grid, leaving holes for the attachment of neuron cells, rather than squeezing the neuron cells around with a boxy solid electrode. Therefore, they invented an IFNE with a super-flexible mesh structure, and the schematic diagram of seamless integration of mesh nano-electronics with synthetic tissues and live animals is shown in Fig. 5b (1) [140,141]. A micro-sensor is used to inject it into the brain through a needle, achieving target

Fig. 5. New structures of INEs. (a) Origami MEMS portfolio. 1) four-shanks origami probes and the magnifications of two possible probe designs, 2) magnification of Epi-Intra Device and PEDOT-PSS-CNT coated microelectrodes, and the SEM image of the PEDOT-PSS-CNT, reproduced with permission [133]. Copyright 2018, J. Micromech. Microeng. (b) Injectable flexible mesh nerve electrode. 1) seamless integration of mesh nano-electronics with synthetic tissues and live animals, reproduced with permission [141]. Copyright 2018, Acc. Chem. Res. 2) high-density multiplexed mesh electronics via standard photolithography, reproduced with permission [144]. Copyright 2017, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 3) schematics illustrating controlled injection by the PoV method; The bottom series of images recorded at same time points shows the same injection process of an independent mesh structure obtained at the end of the mesh electronics in the gel, reproduced with permission [143]. Copyright 2015, Nano. Lett. The right is the bright-field image showing partially ejected mesh nano-electronics through a glass needle, exhibiting significant expansion and unfolding of the mesh, reproduced with permission [143]. Copyright 2015, Nano. Lett. (c) Flexible neurotassels electrode. 1–2) the self-assembly process of flexible neurotassels electrode, 3) flexible neurotassels electrode after assembly, 4) electrode section diagram, 5) a long-term, stable recording of in-vivo nerve signals, 6) the compatible interface between flexible neurotassels electrode and brain tissue, reproduced with permission [148]. Copyright 2019, Sci. Adv.
delivery with a spatial accuracy of 20 μm. With the expansion of this mesh, the mesh nerve electrode was softly attached to the surface of the dura mater. After injection into the brain, the impedance change of the flexible mesh nerve electrode is less than 7%, indicating that the flexible mesh nerve electrode had a higher performance. The stability of the needle injection method had a higher reliability [142]. Subsequently, the automatic conductive ink printing method was used to connect the mesh nerve electrode and the flexible flat cable to achieve a multi-channel I/O connection of up to 100%, as shown in Fig. 5b (4) [143]. The mesh structure designed by the research team consists of horizontal and vertical filaments at a certain angle. This structure facilitated the flexible mesh electrode to bend laterally to form a cylindrical structure that was filled into a syringe [141]. Because it’s difficult to see what happens to the mesh nerve electrodes in the brain during an injection, they devised a general method based on visualization and real-time tracking of the upper I/O end of the mesh electronics in the field of view (FoV) of an eyepiece camera. The schematic of FoV and the bright-field images of a mesh nanoelectronics jet through a glass needle is shown in Fig. 5b (3).

What’s more, with the advancement of micromachining technology, the number and density of channels of a single grid probe are significantly increased through the implementation of a scalable solution, realizing 32 or 128 channels, as shown in Fig. 5b (2) [144]. The immune response between the injectable flexible grid nerve electrode and the brain tissue is studied and compared with the traditional flexible thin film probe, and the results showed that after the mesh electrode probe in a short period of time, the inflammation and damage of the surrounding neurons are much smaller. Three months after implantation, the tissue interface is uniform, and neurons and nerve wires penetrated through the mesh structure, which did not adversely affect the natural distribution of neurons for a long time [145].

The minimal immune response achieved by the ultra-flexible open mesh electrodes and seamless interface with brain tissue after implantation has great advantages, and will provide extensive opportunities for long-term recording and regulation of brain activity in the body in future. However, due to the super softness of the flexible mesh structure, there will be wrinkles or entanglements in the injection device, which will cause the electrode recording to have a certain gap from the expected effect. Therefore, the mesh structure needs to be further optimized.

### 3.3. Flexible neurotassels electrode

The brain transmits, transforms, and integrates information through the electrical activity of neuronal cells, and then completes various functions. Neurons in the brain have the characteristics of small size, high density, and large numbers. The number of neurons in the human brain exceeds $1.0 \times 10^{11}$ [1]. Therefore, the more information about the electrical activity of the neurons can be recorded through the implanted neural electrodes, and it is helpful for us to further understand the working mechanism of the brain and the pathogenesis of brain diseases. At present, Neuroxipex’s technology, which is a “probe” for recording neuronal discharges in living animal brains, has been entered into commercialization [146,147]. Each probe has hundreds of electrodes and can simultaneously record hundreds of neuron discharges in the brain. However, because the silicon is a rigid material, it is very easy to cause immune rejection after implantation, and it is difficult to record the EEG signal with long-term stability. However, a flexible nerve probe adapted to the mechanical strength of the brain tissue can reduce the friction between the tissue and the electrodes, and can further improve the stability of the neural interface. However, one of the advantages of flexible probes is the “flexibility” which makes it difficult to implant the probe.

The emergence of flexible neurotassels electrode has brought new ideas to solve the above problems. Flexible neurotassels electrode was composed of thousands of ultra-fine flexible fibers with a cross-sectional area reaching the size of neuron axons ($3 \times 1.5 \mu m^2$), which was an order of magnitude smaller than the current minimum reported internationally. The flexible neurotassels electrode was prepared into a planar mesh structure using micro-nano processing technology. The design of the planar mesh guaranteed the structural integrity of the neurotassels, and the filaments was arranged in a radial shape in the course of elastic deformation. Then, through rational design, the neurotassels were immersed in the molten PEG liquid, as shown in Fig. 5c 1–2). Under the action of the surface tension of the liquid, thousands of flexible neurotassels were self-assembled to form high-density INE/PEG composite filaments, as shown in Fig. 5c 3–4). This greatly decreased the damage to the brain tissue caused by electrodes during surgical implantation. PEG was degraded and metabolized in the brain, and the ultra-fine flexible nerve fiber electrodes released could accurately in-situ measure the electrical activities of multiple neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex. It was particularly important that the flexible neurotassels matched the mechanical properties of the brain tissue, thus forming a well-compatible interface, thereby achieving a long-term stable recording of the electrical activity of neurons in the living brain, as shown in Figs. 5c 5–6). And in the task of learning olfactory working memory in mice, neurotassels recorded the same neurons more steady than traditional microfilament electrodes. This allowed us to get more details about the changes in neuron firing characteristics of mice as their academic performance increased, and help us more easily discover the neural mechanisms involved in animals’ cognitive processes [148].

### 3.4. Flexible NeuroGrid with wide-range recording

NeuroGrid is a neural electrode array based on a flexible organic material substrate. It has the advantages of super integration, biocompatibility, scalability, and ultra-high spatial resolution. It can record action potentials from the surface of the brain [149]. NeuroGrid contains 256 electrodes with an area of $10 \times 10 \mu m$ (matching the size of the neurons) and a pitch of $30 \mu m$ [150]. At the electrode position, high-frequency signals (>500 Hz) were recorded using a low-resistance material PEDOT: PSS with high spatial resolution as the interface material. Structurally, NeuroGrid uses a grid-like structure design. Although the elastic substrate undergoes bending deformation, the inorganic conductive material embedded in the device doesn’t fail, so it has good adhesion and ductility. The highly malleable NeuroGrid allows it to cover the somatosensory cortex of the rat brain. Based on the above characteristics, NeuroGrid can record the release of typical intermediate neurons and pyramidal neurons, and the time for stable recording of action potentials exceeds 1 week. Ultimately, NeuroGrid can also be used for epilepsy patients and language function positioning tasks during surgery. NeuroGrid has the following innovative features: it can obtain stable field potential and action potential signals without penetration, conformal contact with the brain, and the efficient abiotic/biological interface facilitates the high signal-to-noise ratio of the signal. Then the acquisition, the high ductility and the diversity of structural design, as well as the electrode density that matches the neuron, facilitate the separation of neuron action potentials [151].

As a result, NeuroGrid has the innovative characteristics such as stable field and action potential signals without penetration, conformal contact with the brain, high ductility, and a neuron-matched electrode density that is separate from the action potential of a single neuron. It is beneficial to enhance the understanding of neural processes across spatiotemporal scales and promote the diagnosis and treatment of brain diseases.

This section mainly introduces four new structures of IFNEs. Among them, in the measurement process of neuroelectric signal, the 2D/3D integrated neuroelectrode can realize the measurement of different dimensions, making the measurement more accurate. In addition, a huge challenge for current neuroelectric signal research is to record the activity of a large number of neurons at the same time, and to achieve high-resolution measurement of the neural activity of a single cell. Therefore, the design and preparation of small-sized, minimally invasive, high-density nerve electrodes is a current research trend. Therefore, in recent years, injectable flexible mesh nerve electrodes, flexible nerve
tassel electrodes and nerve grid electrodes emerged. These electrodes have their unique structure and demonstrate their advantages in achieving simultaneous recording of a large number of neuronal activities. In addition, new research directions are proposed in terms of implantation methods and multi-density integration, which provide a solid research foundation for subsequent research.

4. Applications

At present, IFNEs have extensive applications in the medical field. An important function of IFNEs is to make up for some of the human body’s loss of function, so that the patients with neurological deficits can recover a certain ability of movement and perception. In addition, the emergence of IFNEs has also overcome the mechanical mismatch between rigid electrodes such as Utah electrodes and Michigan electrodes and soft biological tissues, and can achieve long-term, stable applications. In this chapter, the applications of IFNEs in neural prosthesis and neural signal recording are summarized and prospected. Fig. 6 shows the current and potential applications of a series of IFNEs [67,152–158].

4.1. Neural Prosthesis

The brain contains hundreds of billions of neuron cells that control human behavior, thinking, and feeling. Taking human sense organs, such as eyes and ears, as examples, these sensory systems determine whether people can perceive the world. However, these systems sometimes fail, which is why the presence of neural prosthesis is important. Neural prosthesis is a class of electronic devices that can help restore nerve function. Common neural prosthesis often use artificial electrical stimulation to replace nerve impulses emitted by the brain, to control muscle activity [159–162], or to input external information to the brain to make the brain feel to the outside world [163]. The concept of neural prosthesis existed long time. Since the appearance of the first cochlear implant in 1957, patients can perceive ambient sounds and gain a sense of sound, which has greatly improved their quality of life [152]. Cochlear implants are a type of neural prosthesis. A microphone can record sound from the surrounding environment and transmit the signal to a speech processor. The transporter can then convert the signal into an electrical pulse. Finally, the INE is used to stimulate the patient, so that the patient can hear the sound [164,165]. This is just a small part of the application of neural prosthesis.

Vision is one of the most important sensations in the human body. The premise of obtaining vision is to have a complete and effective visual pathway. In fact, most of the blind people’s visual pathways are not completely damaged. When the patient’s retina, optic nerve and even the cerebral visual cortex are properly electrically stimulated, light perception will appear in the patient’s visual image. The visual prosthesis achieves the connection between the prosthesis and the patient via relying on a microelectrodes array as a neural interface. Electrical stimulation of the functional part of the visual pathway helps blind patients to obtain a certain degree of artificial vision [166,167]. Both the retinal implant Argus II and the subretinal implant Alpha IMS have been approved in Europe. In addition, Argus II has been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [168,169]. However, existing visual prosthesis faces several challenges in electrodes, such as the contradiction between minimally invasive implantation and implantation of large-area electrodes for wide field of vision and high-resolution vision, and a mechanical and geometric mismatch between implanted electrodes and retinal tissue, and these challenges limit the effectiveness of stimulation [67]. Therefore, considering the actual implantation of the visual prosthesis, flexible, high-density and highly conductive electrodes are of great significance in the research of visual prosthesis.

What’s more, neural prosthesis also has the following applications. For example, the paralyzed limbs can be revived by implanting electrodes in the cerebral motor cortex and electrically stimulating relevant parts [170]. And implanted electrodes could be employed to stimulate the brain, mimicking the EEG modes that create and store memories, thereby improving the patient’s memory [171]. The key to transforming short-term memory into long-term memory is that the signals from hippocampal CA3 can be transmitted to CA1. Berger’s research team developed an algorithm that allowed implanted electrodes to mimic CA3 signals to stimulate CA1 cells with an accuracy rate of 80%. Monkey experiment results proved that this method was effective in improving memory [172,173]. In the future, stimulation will be provided through implanted electrodes to support this transformation process. Moreover, neural prosthesis has applications in regulating chronic pain, hunger, and anxiety [174,175].
4.2. Neural signal recording

With the leap in technology, more and more technologies are directed to BCI. BCI technology can obtain the intention of movement via recording the brain’s EEG activity, and then convert it into action instructions to control external equipment and directly command external machinery [176]. The most direct beneficiaries of this technology are paralyzed people. Miller et al. [177] utilized a multi-electrode array in the brain to detect brain activities and decode signals that trigger arm and hand movements. A functional electrical stimulation (FES) device then delivered electrical current to the paralyzed muscles to contract them. This neural prosthesis replaced the lost or damaged nervous system and allowed paralyzed monkeys to perform complex hand movements again [177]. Richard et al. [178] implanted neural prosthesis in areas of the brain that generate instructions. With the neural prosthesis, paralyzed patients used the artificial arm to shake hands, hold cups and drink drinks by simply imagining the entire movement they wanted to perform. The researchers decoded that the neural signals recorded by the implanted nerve could be a breath of fresh air for patients [178].

As mentioned above, EEG signals can be obtained through non-implantable EEG, but only limited information can be collected, and the spatial resolution is poor. However, implanted electrodes can achieve the control of external devices through signals recorded deep into the tissues below the skull, especially deep into the cerebral cortex which can record electrical signals at the neuron level, including the single neuron action potential recording and LFP. The signals recorded in this way have high spatial, temporal resolution and large amount of information, enabling real-time and precise control of complex tasks. In order to solve the mechanical mismatch between devices and tissues, IFNEs have been widely employed. In order to obtain more information, it is also required that the IFNEs have high-density collection sites, so the mesh structure, expandable structure and grid structure mentioned above adapt to its development trend. In addition, in order to avoid the risk of infection during the implantation operation, the electrodes are implanted through minimally invasive methods, such as forming electrode bundles and injections. The continuous development of IFNEs will further promote the progress of BCI.

The INEs can not only record nerve electrical signals, but also stimulate corresponding tissues, to achieve nerve recording and nerve regulation functions. In recent years, with the advancement of brain imaging technology, the rapid deepening of understanding of the brain, the rapid development of signal processing technology and computing technology, the application fields of neural electrodes have also been greatly expanded. In particular, the rise of wearable technology and allowed paralyzed monkeys to perform complex hand movements again [177]. Richard et al. [178] implanted neural prosthesis in areas of the brain that generate instructions. With the neural prosthesis, paralyzed patients used the artificial arm to shake hands, hold cups and drink drinks by simply imagining the entire movement they wanted to perform. The researchers decoded that the neural signals recorded by the implanted nerve could be a breath of fresh air for patients [178].

5. Conclusion and prospection

As a bridge between external electronic devices and the biological interior, INEs have the function of understanding, restoring or perfecting the nervous system lost in injury or disease. With the development of materials science, INEs have also been continuously optimized. Compared with most conventional electrodes made of noble metals or semiconductor materials, IFNEs are more consistent with soft, dynamic neural tissue properties, with outstanding advantages in biocompatibility, conductivity and reliability. This review mainly introduces the latest development in materials and structural innovation of IFNEs, and discusses the applications of IFNEs in neural prosthetics and neural signal recording. Although the IFNE is in the period of rapid development, there are still some problems in its clinical application, which limit its practical applications. Therefore, the following points should be noted in the future development of IFNE: (1) implant stability is the basis for long-term implantation, which requires the material to remain stable in tissue fluid and the electrode to maintain the stability of electrical properties in the biological environment; (2) biocompatibility of IFNEs. If the biocompatibility is poor, foreign body reaction will be triggered, which will weaken signal acquisition and eventually loses its effect; (3) the implantation strategy of IFNEs. In the future, how to implant electrodes with less trauma technology will also be an important development direction of IFNEs; (4) conformal contact between electrodes and biological tissues will be an important factor influencing the acquisition of high SNR signals. In summary, the primary purpose of IFNEs is to provide a multimodal interface for specific neurons without causing chronic immune rejection. The continuous innovation and development of substrate materials, electrode materials and structures are all aimed at achieving this goal, paving the way for the realization of stable, biocompatible and high-precision neural electrodes with long-term compatibility of tissues.

In the future, IFNEs will be integrated with some progressing technologies and acquire better treatment and detection properties.

1. Imaging. The classic methods of brain nerve activity imaging are nerve electrical activity recording and electrical activity imaging technology. Imaging technology generally uses electrical activity to produce relevant biochemical changes [179]. The record of electrical activity was initially EEG, and then the electrical activity of neurons was collected directly through INEs. With the development of INEs, scientists can now conduct large-scale multi-neuron living recordings at the same time. In the future, these INEs will be further combined with other emerging technologies such as FMRI, MEG, molecular/cell optical imaging technology and biosensors. These technological advances have provided technical support for the study of brain function, and also provided technical reserves for the treatment of neurological diseases in the future. It is essential for us to fully understand structure and function of brain.

2. Local drug delivery. Microfluidics is a system that uses micropipes to process or manipulate tiny fluids. It has a wide range of applications in biomedicine. In recent years, the integrated system of INEs and microfluidic channels has been rapidly developed, providing the possibility of achieving local drug delivery. Local drug delivery causes fewer side effects and higher drug concentration, which provides an exciting prospect for nerve excitation regulation and enhanced neuroplasticity. For example, Song et al. [180] improved the selectivity and sensitivity of nerve bundles by delivering lysing agent and neurotrophic factors locally through polymer cuff electrodes integrated with microfluidic channels, which were conducive to the removal of redundant connective tissue and also can attract the growth of nerve fibers. In the future development, accurate and real-time drug release can be carried out based on the feedback of the acquired physiological electrical signals, which will be of great benefit to the treatment of serious diseases like epilepsy. By integrating IFNEs and microfluidic channels, multi-functional and smarter INEs can be realized.

3. Long term and Self-powered. At present, the application of INE as the interface to realize the external current to the target tissue is more and more extensive. What’s more, to the nerve prosthesis mentioned above, neuromodulation is also an important application direction. However, how to realize wireless sustainable electrical stimulation is an important research direction in the future. At the moment, it mainly powered by battery, however, its power supply persistence is a major challenge. The mechanical energy of human movement and the chemical energy of the body, such as heartbeat, breathing, blood circulation, and redox of glucose, have the potential to be converted into electrical energy. Self-powered devices will achieve in-body energy harvesting, and development of self-powered devices will conform to biological tissues which can more effectively transfer energy to implanted devices, achieving a longer-term energy supply [181–187].

4. Biodegradable. With the continuous innovation of INEs materials, IFNEs based on biodegradable materials will slowly dissolve over time, effectively solving the key problem of implantable devices, which requires secondary surgery to remove the implantable devices. Avoiding secondary surgery not only eliminates the associated risks
and costs, but also greatly reduces the risk of infection and complications in patients, providing a wide range of new opportunities for biomedical equipment [189–190].

We believe that with the continuous development of IFNEs in terms of materials structure, biocompatibility and multi-technology integration, IFNEs will have great potential in medical applications.
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